CROWD CONTROL BARRICADE

Staging Concepts’ Heavy Duty Crowd Control Barricade is manufactured to withstand the most demanding circumstances of any venue. These lightweight, steel, and aluminum constructed barricade sections only require two people for setup and take down. In addition, each section is equipped with the most effective, and yet the most simple, locking mechanism on the market, so that barricade walls of all sizes take only minutes to assemble. Each section can be folded compactly to fit almost any storage space. Staging Concepts’ modular Crowd Control Barricade is sure to complement any performance.

The Versa-Corner is constructed from lightweight aluminum and comes with a clear or black powder coat finish. It provides flexibility to configure your barricades at nearly any angle and is designed with a swivel connection that allows the assembly to be used as an access gate or cable pass through.
CROWD CONTROL BARRICADE

ADVANTAGES

Safety
- Integral step-on barricade for security personnel to stand on and control the crowd
- Barricades lock together side-by-side to prevent crowd from breaking barricade wall
- Powder coat or corrosion resistant clear coat finish on barricade to prevent rust

Efficiency
- barricade wall can be setup within minutes with as few as two people
- Folds down into storage position with one quick motion
- Storage carts are available; each holds up to 10 barricades (optional fork straps available)

FINISHES
- Optional corners available with black or silver powder coat finish.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Staging Concepts’ Heavy Duty Crowd Control Barricade complies with the following:
- Material: HREW 14 gauge steel tubing and steel plate with steel mesh face panels or aluminum tubing, aluminum plate with aluminum mesh face
- Finish: Black powder coat, corrosion resistant clear coat

DIMENSIONS, WEIGHTS, AND FINISH OPTIONS

Set Up
Dimensions:
54.85” L x 48” W x 48” H
(1.39 m x 1.22 m x 1.22 m)

Folded Down
Dimensions:
55.3” L x 48” W x 4” H
(1.4 m x 1.22 m x 0.1 m)
* inside corner pieces and outside corner pieces available

Weight:
Steel: 162 lbs / 73.4 kg (black powder coat)
Aluminum: 122 lbs / 55.3 kg (corrosion resistant clear coat)